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rithm. Though Uber claims to allow drivers to depart 
downward from the fare set by the algorithm, there is 
no practical mechanism by which drivers can do so. The 
court also noted that “Plaintiff alleges that the drivers 
have a ‘common motive to conspire’ because adhering 
to Uber’s pricing algorithm can yield supra-competitive 
prices...and that if the drivers were acting independently 
instead of in concert, ‘some significant portion’ would 
not agree to follow the Uber pricing algorithm.” 

Remember Ralph Nader?
Defendants, evidently, attempted to discover infor-

mation with which to discredit the Plaintiff, Spencer 
Meyer and his attorney. This effort, reminiscent of Gen-
eral Motors’ attempt to discredit Ralph Nader after the 
publication of his bestselling book, Unsafe at Any Speed, 
in 1965,12 backfired and led to Judge Rakoff’s order en-
joining defendants, Uber and Kalanick, from using any 
information gathered by the private investigator they 
hired, in any manner whatsoever. “It is a sad day when, 
in response to the filing of a commercial lawsuit, a cor-
porate defendant feels compelled to hire unlicensed pri-
vate investigators to conduct secret personal background 
investigations of both the plaintiff and his counsel. It 
is sadder yet when these investigators flagrantly lie to 
friends and acquaintances of the Plaintiff and his counsel 
in an (ultimately unsuccessful) attempt to obtain deroga-
tory information about them.”13

Uber’s Arbitration Clauses
In response to several class action lawsuits filed 

against it, Uber has sought to enforce mandatory arbi-
tration clauses and class action waivers appearing in its 
driver agreements.14 Such clauses have become quite 
common in consumer and employee contracts since the 
U.S. Supreme Court’s decision in AT&T Mobility v. Con-
cepcion15 and in subsequent decisions.16 Initially Uber’s 
efforts were rejected by federal Judge Edward M. Chen 
of the Northern District of California in Mohamed v. Uber 
Technologies, Inc.17 and Gillette v. Uber Technologies, Inc.,18 
finding unenforceable Uber’s earlier version of its man-
datory arbitration clause. However, after some modifi-
cations by Uber, a new driver agreement containing a 

The juggernaut, Uber Technologies, Inc., may have 
reached the end of its worldwide efforts to dominate 
new transportation markets with its unique and popular 
ride-hailing app.1 Although Uber has met opposition in 
the past in both the marketplace2 and in court, particu-
larly in California,3 new developments in China and in 
New York City may have brought Uber’s nearly unstop-
pable advance to a halt.

Uber Surrenders In China
It is fair to state that Uber and its co-founder, Tra-

vis Kalanick, wanted very much to succeed in China. 
“Despite intense local competition, the market was one 
of Uber’s largest by total number of rides. A Chinese 
operation was the personal project of...Kalanick, who 
traveled regularly to the country and gave speeches 
that borrowed the jargon of Chinese Communist Party 
officials. His interest was backed up by billions of dol-
lars in investment.”4 But Uber, “known globally for 
competing ruthlessly against all comers,”5 waived the 
white flag and surrendered by selling Uber China to 
Didi Chuxing, its toughest rival.6 Uber thereby joins 
other American economic armadas such as Facebook, 
Google and Amazon that have sailed to China on their 
quest for “world domination,” only to eventually with-
draw. “Like an imperial armada rolling out from North 
America’s West Coast, these companies would try to es-
tablish beachheads on every other continent. But when 
American giants tried to enter the waters of China, the 
world’s largest Internet market, the armada invariably 
ran aground.”7

Price-Fixing Conspiracy
Uber is very popular in New York City and else-

where,8 having captured a significant portion of the 
taxis, cars for hire and mobile-app-generated ride-share 
services markets.9 However, a recently filed lawsuit, 
Meyer v. Kalanick,10 presently before federal Judge Jed 
Rakoff of the Southern District of New York, alleges that 
Travis Kalanick and Uber are stifling price competition 
amongst Uber drivers to the detriment of Uber riders in 
violation of Section 1 of the Sherman Antitrust Act and 
New York’s antitrust statute, General Business Law 340 
(Donnelly Act), which presents a real challenge to Uber. 

The Uber Algorithm
In a technologically modern variation of resale price 

maintenance, the court noted in denying defendants’ 
motion to dismiss11 [and sustaining the causes of action 
based upon both horizontal and vertical price restraints] 
that drivers using the Uber app do not compete on 
price and cannot negotiate fares with drivers for rides. 
Instead, drivers charge the fares set by the Uber algo-
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Internet Arbitration Clauses 
One of the more ominous developments for e-com-

merce consumers and employees agreeing to be hired 
through the Internet involves the increasing enforce-
ment by the courts of onerous contractual terms and 
conditions, such as mandatory arbitration, forum selec-
tion and choice of law clauses, class action waivers and 
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notice’ of Uber’s User Agreement, including its arbitra-
tion clause or evince ‘unambiguous manifestation of 
assent to those terms.’”

“One of the more ominous developments for e-commerce consumers and 
employees agreeing to be hired through the Internet involves the increasing 

enforcement by the Courts of onerous contractual terms and conditions, 
such as mandatory arbitration, forum selection and choice of law clauses, 
class action waivers and liability disclaimers, often lurking in hyper-links.”
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